We present a general design strategy for a broadband thin-film beam splitter with matched group-delay dispersion. By taking the substrate dispersion into account in the coating design, any combination of input and output can show the same dispersion for transmission and reflection. As a specific implementation, an ultrabroadband 50:50 beam splitter from 600 to 1500 nm for femtosecond laser applications was designed, fabricated, and characterized. © 2005 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 230.1360, 310.1620 As the pulse width of femtosecond lasers becomes shorter and shorter, the spectral range increases dramatically. Currently, pulses with octave-spanning spectra in the range of 600-1200 nm can be directly generated from mode-locked lasers. [1] [2] [3] [4] The characterization of such extremely short pulses, composed of less than two cycles of light, using an interferometric autocorrelator or the spectral phase interferometry for direct electric field reconstruction (SPIDER) method 5 requires ultrabroadband beam splitters for combining and splitting the pulses without spectral and spatial distortions. Ultrabroadband beam splitters are also necessary for pump-probe spectroscopy experiments with few-cycle optical pulses. Furthermore, for single-cycle optical pulse synthesis, 6 which uses two broadband lasers ranging from 600 to 1500 nm, a beam splitter with well-controlled characteristics over the whole combined spectral range is necessary. When the spectral range of interest increases beyond one octave, conventional metallic beam splitters show considerable loss and strong wavelength dependence in reflection and transmission owing to the wavelength-dependent penetration depth into the metal. Conventional dielectric beam splitters based on quarter-wave Bragg stacks cannot support such broad spectra. Therefore it is highly desirable to design a broadband beam splitter based on chirped multilayer dielectric thin-film coatings deposited on a substrate. For efficient ultrabroadband pulse combining and splitting, we need not only constant reflectance and transmittance over the whole controlled spectral range but also well-controlled group-delay dispersion (GDD) for any input-output combinations.
As the pulse width of femtosecond lasers becomes shorter and shorter, the spectral range increases dramatically. Currently, pulses with octave-spanning spectra in the range of 600-1200 nm can be directly generated from mode-locked lasers. [1] [2] [3] [4] The characterization of such extremely short pulses, composed of less than two cycles of light, using an interferometric autocorrelator or the spectral phase interferometry for direct electric field reconstruction (SPIDER) method 5 requires ultrabroadband beam splitters for combining and splitting the pulses without spectral and spatial distortions. Ultrabroadband beam splitters are also necessary for pump-probe spectroscopy experiments with few-cycle optical pulses. Furthermore, for single-cycle optical pulse synthesis, 6 which uses two broadband lasers ranging from 600 to 1500 nm, a beam splitter with well-controlled characteristics over the whole combined spectral range is necessary. When the spectral range of interest increases beyond one octave, conventional metallic beam splitters show considerable loss and strong wavelength dependence in reflection and transmission owing to the wavelength-dependent penetration depth into the metal. Conventional dielectric beam splitters based on quarter-wave Bragg stacks cannot support such broad spectra. Therefore it is highly desirable to design a broadband beam splitter based on chirped multilayer dielectric thin-film coatings deposited on a substrate. For efficient ultrabroadband pulse combining and splitting, we need not only constant reflectance and transmittance over the whole controlled spectral range but also well-controlled group-delay dispersion (GDD) for any input-output combinations.
In this Letter we report a new design strategy, design example, and characterization of such an ultrabroadband beam splitter. The key idea is to achieve the same GDD for both reflection and transmission from any input port to any output port. In addition, this GDD can be matched with the dispersion of the substrate used for the beam splitter. This allows easy dispersion compensation either before or after the beam splitter.
The design goal is a broadband beam splitter with a constant transmission (and reflection) and a wellcontrolled dispersion over the spectral range of interest identical for reflection or transmission through the beam splitter. This goal can be achieved when the GDD for reflection from the coating (from port 1 to 4 in Fig. 1 ) is matched with the GDD for a single pass in the substrate. Under this condition the GDD for any combination of input and output can be matched over the whole wavelength range.
Let us denote the GDD of the coating between the air and the substrate interfaces with reflection R1 (from port 1 to 4 in Fig. 1 ), transmission T1 (from port 1 to 3 in Fig. 1 ), reflection R2 (from port 2 to 3 in Fig. 1 ), and transmission T2 (from port 2 to 4 in Fig.  1 ) by GDD R1 , GDD T1 , GDD R2 , and GDD T2 , respectively. In the design we will match the GDD for a single pass in the substrate, GDD S , with that of the coating reflection; i.e., GDD S = GDD R1 . The GDD for each optical path through the total beam splitter, i.e., coating plus substrate, is then given by GDD ͑1 → 4͒ = GDD R1 = GDD S , GDD ͑1 → 3͒ = GDD T1 + GDD S , GDD ͑2 → 3͒ = GDD R2 + 2GDD S , and GDD ͑2 → 4͒ = GDD T2 + GDD S . The transfer matrix for a lossless coating requires relationships between the GDD in reflection and transmission. The transfer matrix of a lossless coating described as a two-port system 7 (see Fig. 2 ) is written as
where r 1 and t 1 are the complex coefficients for reflection and transmission at port 1 assuming reflectionfree termination of port 2. Then the transmission and reflection coefficients and their phases at port 2 have a relationship with those at port 1 according to
Since the GDD is determined by GDD= −d 2 /d 2 , the following relationships are generally valid for the lossless coating of the beam splitter in Fig. 1 : GDD T2 = GDD T1 and GDD R2 = 2GDD T1 − GDD R1 .
Finally, over the wavelength range of constant transmission, which is the condition we aim to achieve for a broadband beam splitter, the group delay (GD) for transmission through the coating, GD T1 , is almost constant because the transmission through a dielectric coating is subject to the KramersKroenig relation. 8 Therefore the corresponding GDD is negligible: GDD T1 Ϸ 0.
With these additional conditions for a lossless and constant transmission coating, the GDD for each beam path becomes identical: GDD ͑1 → 4͒ = GDD S , GDD ͑1 → 3͒ = GDD T1 + GDD S = GDD S , GDD ͑2 → 3͒ = GDD R2 + 2GDD S = 2GDD T1 − GDD R1 + 2GDD S = GDD S , and GDD ͑2 → 4͒ = GDD T2 + GDD S = GDD S .
Thus the GDD from any input to any output is matched with the GDD from a single pass in the substrate, GDD S . This well-controlled dispersion condition in transmission and reflection allows precompensation of the dispersion in the splitter for both output ports at the input port. Furthermore, one can easily show, under this design condition, that both output pulses (through ports 3 and 4 in Fig. 1 ) are perfectly overlapped in time by a proper choice of the delay between the two input pulses. This characteristic makes this beam splitter attractive for coherent pulse synthesis with pulses from different femtosecond laser sources. In addition, a dielectric thin-film coating on a sufficiently thick substrate will ensure long-term stable, and spatially distortion-free operation.
For a specific device demonstration based on the design strategy described above, we designed an ultrabroadband 50:50 beam splitter covering the spectral range of 600-1500 nm. The design is carried out for p-polarized light with a 45°angle of incidence. The dielectric multilayer thin-film coating is deposited on a fused-silica substrate. The fused-silica substrate used in the design is approximately 655 m thick, equal to a 750 m ͓=655/ cos͑29.2°͔͒ optical path length in the substrate for a 45°angle of incidence. The design and optimizations are done with the OptiLayer thin-film software. 9 The optimized coating consists of 38 layers of TiO 2 ͑n Ϸ 2.4͒ and SiO 2 ͑n Ϸ 1.48͒ on a fused-silica substrate, and the total coating thickness is 3.54 m. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the designed reflectance and transmittance, and the GD in reflection and transmission from the coating, respectively. The designed reflectance and transmittance are within ͑50± 5͒% from 600 to 1500 nm. The GD in the coating reflection [solid curve in Fig. 3(b) ] is matched with that of the 750 m optical path length of the fused-silica substrate up to a constant [dotted-dashed curve in Fig.  3(b) ] within ±1 fs from 650 to 1500 nm. Figure 3 demonstrates that the GDD in reflection from the coating is well matched with that of the substrate. The GD in coating transmission [dashed curve in Fig.  3(b) ] is constant centered at 20 fs [dotted curve in Fig. 3(b) ] within ±1 fs from 650 to 1500 nm. The beam splitter is fabricated by ion-beam sputtering 10, 11 to achieve the required precision on layer growth. Figure 4 (a) shows the designed and measured transmittance of a fabricated beam splitter. The transmittance was measured by a spectrophotometer under a 45°angle of incidence. The design and measurement show excellent agreement. The slight difference between design and measurement might be attributed to the limited incident angle accuracy of ±1.5°. The GDs and corresponding GDDs were measured by a white-light interferometer. 12 Figure 4(b) shows the collection of all the measured GDs for three possible cases: (i) reflection from the air side to the coating, (ii) reflection from the substrate side to the coating, and (iii) transmission through the coating and the substrate. Since the measurements always involve two reflections or transmissions, we divided the measurement results by 2 when compared with the design. In addition, for an easy comparison with the design, we shifted the measured GD curves by a constant amount. The measurements were limited on the short-wavelength side at 700 nm by the blocking filter for the 633 nm light from a He-Ne laser used for interferometer calibration. For all the cases shown, the measured GDs and the corresponding GDDs show excellent agreement with the design. Figure 4(c) shows the collection of measured GDDs with its design goal (GDD of 750 m fused silica) and the design result of reflection from the air side to the coating. The measured result for reflection from air to the coating is well matched with the design. In all the cases the actual GDDs are in good agreement with the design goal within ±20 fs 2 deviation. Although the GDDs have some oscillations, the reflected or transmitted pulse does not experience significant distortion from it.
In summary, we have presented a design guideline for ultrabroadband beam splitters with matched dispersion in transmission and reflection. An actual design for an ultrabroadband 50:50 beam splitter ranging from 600 to 1500 nm was presented. The dispersion of the substrate was taken into account to match the dispersion of any combination of input and output ports. The transmittance and corresponding group delays of the fabricated beam splitters were compared with the designs and showed excellent agreement. A broadband beam splitter with matched dispersion may find widespread use in the near future for experiments involving ultrashort optical pulses, such as ultrabroadband pulse characterization, pump-probe spectroscopy, and coherent pulse synthesis from multiple lasers.
